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ABSTRACT
Introducing the notions of quenched and annealed probability measures, 
a systematic study of some problems in the description of spin glasses is 
attempted. Inequalities and variational principles for the free energies are 
derived. The absence of spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry is dis­
cussed and some high temperature properties are studied. Examples of an­
nealed models with more than one phase transition are shown.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Для изучения моделей спиновых стекол нами введены понятия мер вероятное 
ти, относящихся к случаям быстрого и медленного охлаждения. Выведены неравен 
ства и вариационные принципы для соответствующих свободных энергий. Обсужде­
но отсутствие спонтанного нарушения калибровочной симметрии, и изучены высо­
котемпературные свойства. Приведены примеры для моделей с медленным охлажде- ним, имеющих несколько фазовых переходов.
K I V O N A T
A spinüveg-modellek leirására bevezetjük a "gyorshütött" és "hőtempe­
rált" esetekhez rendelt valószinüségi mértékeket. Egyenlőtlenségeket és va­
riációs elvet vezetünk le a megfelelő szabadenergiákra. Tárgyaljuk a gauge- 
szimmetria megőrzését, magas hőmérsékleti tulajdonságokat. Példát adunk 
olyan hőtemperált modellekre, melyekben egynél több fázisátmenet történik.
1. Introduction
A commonly accepted way to describe disordered systems is to
represent them by statistical ensembles in which the degrees of
freedom are coupled by random interactions. This additional
randomness may be treated in different ways: Random interactions
may be considered as new degrees of freedom and in extreme
cases they may be in thermal equilibrium with the rest of the
system (annealed state) or completely frozen in some random
position (quenched state). Many years after the pioneering
work of Brout'*' the quenched state of certain spin models became
the center of interest of the theoretical research on spin
2glasses. Edwards and Anderson pointed out that these systems 
can properly be described by the quenched state of randomly 
interacting spin models on regular lattices. Meanwhile, one 
encounters two main difficulties: the first is to calculate, 
in a respectable approximation, the quenched free energy and 
the second is to give a reliable proof that there exists a 
phase transition - in the static sense - between the high tem­
perature paramagnetic and the low temperature spin glass state. 
Neither of these problems has got so far a reassuring solution,
excepted probably in the case of the so called Sherrington-
3Kirkpatrick model .
While not pretending to contribute to the solution of these 
great questions, in the present paper we attempt a systematic 
study of what were called the "annealed" and "quenched" states. 
To this end we define in sec 2 the annealed and quenched 
probability measures which play the same role as the Gibbs 
measure in equilibrium systems. In Section 3 we derive some 
inequalities for the quenched free energy and establish in
sec 4 a variational principle characterising both the annealed 
and quenched free energies in the space of the joint probability 
distributions for spins and bonds. In Section 5 we raise the 
question of the uniqueness of the quenched state and show that 
the gauge invariance cannot be broken by different choices
2for the boundary condition. This suggests that the "order para­
meter" of the spin glass state must be the expectation value of
a gauge invariant and non-local observable. The order parameter,
2proposed by Edwards and Anderson has indeed these properties, 
as we point out in Section 6 . A discussion of high temperature 
properties is also given there and the functional relationship 
between order parameter and free energy is established. Finally, 
in Section 7 we return to the study of annealed models and 
give examples for one, two and three consecutive phase tran­
sitions in such models.
32. Definition of the system
Let L be a lattice; at each site i of L is associated a single 
spin space S where S is a subset of . The spin configurations 
are defined by o' : L — ► S and the formal hamiltonian of the 
system is given as
H(J.^ = -2L 1ьФи(сг)b c L  b
Here the ф^ S are bounded, real valued functions depending on 
< 4  = [ Л  ; ifeb} and the 's are real random variables with 
probability distribution the mean value of which is finite.
The finite partial sums of (2.1) are well defined for any <T 
with ^-probability 1. In particular
З ь ф и Со-) b c v  b
exists for all finite V c L.
On S is given an a priori f inite measure d.^ i0 not necessarily
normalised and díAví0*) denotes TT du (Gi) while dj (J) =-j-r ' U v  'o Jv
l' d5,(J, )• In the following discussion we consider only bcv D D
finite volumes and we omit the label V.
For given interactions J, the free energy F (J) and the 
equilibrium state at inverse temperature are defined as 
usual by:
and by the Gibbs probability measure
where
d G 3 (<0 =  ■ja.eOdlfUG')
(2.4)
(2.4) can ill so be written as
4F ( J ) = H U , 0  +  | j ^ 3 (j,o-)
(2.5)
which yields (since the Gibb measure is normalised)
(2.6 )
=  E U )  - S O )
The quenched free energy F and the quenched state are defined by
F - UQ(3/(T')[Ht3,<r) + t In^ CJ/r)] - E-|S
We shall impose that the distribution d ^  (x) falls off 
sufficiently rapidly so that F is well defined.
The annealed free energy F and the annealed state are defined ------- —------------- an ----------------
by the prescription that the average over the interactions has 
to be performed in the partition function, i.e.
Far, -  - X  W 3>at W)e~(iH<I/ni
and by the quenched probability measure
dQ (3,СГ ) - q C d j O ) (2 .8 )
which yields
(2 .10)
and by the annealed probability measure
(2 .12)
(2.11 )
5which yields
Fao~ ^dAU,(T)lН О /г) + 1£пЦ1/гХ| = Ean-  i  San (2.13)
Introducing the space (& of joint probability distributions
< B =  j j  f a o " ) * o  ^ d SA/»i = 1 J
and the free energy functional F l U  defined on (£> by
F t ? b  ^ d jC iH iiUr)((J,<F)tH(3(o  + ten(t3 ,F ')]
we can express F and F respectively as
F = F Q g ]  Fan = F
Finally for any subset В = (b^, . .., b^) of b's in V we
introduce J = \ J. \ „ andВ L b) beB
F U 6 ) =
b £ B
which implies in particular
F (JB> = F (J ) if В I
I er er о <
F < V = F if в = ф
Let us note that for any JB “ I,Jb ^ b £ B  ' F (JB ) rePresents
the quenched free energy with respect to the new measure d^(J) 
where
d S' C n = T V  « W - d ^ T T  <rC3b - 3 b ) d 3 ,  •
t>CV \o€,Eb
b ^ 6
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
63. Inequalities for the quenched free energy
In this section we first collect inequalities for F (J ); weВ
then discuss the dependence of F on the distribution dy. 
Proposition 3.1
i) F (J_) ^ F (J_,) for any В CB' (3.1)D О
where  ^dj^ (x) X
ii) F <  F <. F (3) (3.2)an ^
The proof of i) follows from Jensen's inequality using the
known fact that F(J) is a concave function of each J, 's andb
thus F(J„) is also a concave function of each J, 's , b£,B.В b
The proof of ii) follows from Jensen's inequality using the fact 
that (- = - nQ is a convex functional of the partition 
function Q.
4This proposition was earlier published by Rosa ; as men-
tionned in Sec. 2 the inequalities (3.1) can be regarded
as the comparison of two different averages of the same function 
F(J); we thus have
^ F 4 ) d s a F 0 .3)
where the probability measure d ^  is sharper than d£^.
The question naturally arises whether (3.3) is generally true,
i.e. whether a "sharpening" of the distribution causes the
quenched free energy to increase. The inverse problem is also 
of interest: does a broadening decrease F? At first we show 
that the broadening problem can always be solved.
7Lemma 3.1
Let f = {R —* R  be concave and let  ^ and У be two probability 
measures on IR such that
ii) ^ dvix") x = 0
exists
and
exists for all у in IK.
the n ^ d(<£*v) (*) |(x) 4
where < А Ц *^0 denotes the convolution of the measures,
(3.4)
Proof:
Using Jensen's inequality together with ^dvCx") X ■= 0 , implies
J d^Cx) >y ^ d^(x) ^  d v ( ^  Í (x + ^ ) —  ^ d(<j*v) ( f
This lemma can be immediately extended to concave functions of 
several variables and implies the following result.
Proposition 3.2
Let b cV, be a set of probability measures with zero
means and such that exists for all J
then \ d ( S * v )  ( З Ж З )  4  ^<4(3)FU) = F (3.5)
Remarks
1. If E denotes the mean value and A  the mean square deviation 
then E ^ y = E ^  + E v and . Hence in proposition
8"X. дХ3.2 we have - E у and A ^ v >/ A y  , so that £*V is indeed
broadened in comparison to ^ and does decrease F.
2. Replacing dSb bY d ( ?v>*v ^  corresponds to replacing J by
J, +E, where E, is a random variable independent of J, and b 4 b "b r b
distributed accordin^to dU>b .
3. The inequalities (3.1) follow from this theorem if in the
latter we replace by <£(х-ТГь) for b 6 B7 and take
for b ^ B* and b t В
Vb(X^ - + for b € b / 6>
In view of the second remark, the sharpening problem can be for­
mulated in this way: given a random variable we have to find 
a non trivial decomposition of into the sum of two indepen­
dant random variables, one of them having zero mean. This 
problem can not be generally solved. However if the J ’s areD г
Gaussian Random variables then such a decomposition is possible 
and we have the following result.
Proposition 3.3
Consider the quenched free energy associated with two different 
set of Gaussian distributions i C i  and such that
EL^U>= and Д  о (Ц >/ Д\> U) for all b -
then ^ ( 3 ) F( J ) ^  ^ < ^ U > 0  ) F( 3 ) (3.6)
Proof:
Let be the gaussian measure with zero mean and mean square 
deviation A  - Л  у ti) . Then ^ ° =  V b and
the statement follows from proposition 3.2.
There is another way to generalize the inequality (3.1) which 
shows that the approximation of a given distribution with a
9suitably chosen discrete distribution results in the increase 
of the quenched free energy. The better the discrete distri­
bution approaches the original one the smaller is the upper 
bound.
Proposition 3.4
Let dj*b (x) = dj^(-x) for all b and let
+ + where =  \ < Ц к( . х М М
then: —  r _Fi J lv(3) F (3) Í F U )  .
Proof:
We may fix the interactions with the exception of the single
J, and it is sufficient to show that for the concave function b
F (J, ) the inequalities b
) F(*)asucx3 á L(F(lTblUFC-l3b0 ) if(o)
- OÖ
hold. Here the second inequality comes from the definition of a 
concave function. Now 2 dl^ is a probability measure on both 
[R+ and [Rf and hence
i ^ F O O d ^ c * )  «  F ( a ^ * < * f k0 o )
— OO
2 ^ F U ) i ? tO O  $
О
But
2 ^ x J L . O O  = - 2- '0 J b Л
which concludes the proof.
The generalisation of this proposition for non-even distributions
10
and for more detailed partitions of the support of ^ is easy 
and we leave it to the reader.
4. Variational principles
The existence of a variational principle for the free energy is
a manifestation of equilibrium. Since the quenched system is
not in equilibrium we cannot expect that a variational principle
completely analogous to that of equilibrium systems will also
2hold for F. In mean field calculation (Edwards and Anderson , 
Sherrington and Kirkpatrick^) the free energy of the quenched 
state at low temperature is above the continuation from high 
temperature» this continuation being essentially the annealed 
free energy (see Proposition 3.1). In this section we give some 
insight on this mean field result by showing that the quenched 
free energy satisfies a variational principle on a subspace (0>o 
of the space <2.14); on the other hand the annealed free 
energy satisfies a variational principle on the whole space (5.
t
Le us recall that for given interaction J, the variational 
principle for the finite volume free energy is expressed by 
the inequality
F L 3; О  S f(c*) L H(3 , 0 +^ en((G*)l (4.2)
Indeed the inequality (4.1) is a consequence of the inequality
(4.1)
where the free energy functional is defined by
on the space of distribution functions f = f (O') , and 
= g (3,0 is the^ibbs function (2.4).
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For random systems we consider the free energy functional (2.15)
defined on (& and we also introduced the subspace of <2> definedо
by:
Proposition 4.1
1) F = F [ h } = min F [ f
аП f&d
2) For an^ f G5)
F[(ll -  F(I) >/0
and the equality holds for f = g (J,C*)
3) F = F [g] = min F Í f ]
f€(B0
Proof: 1
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
1) Using the definitions (2.12), (2.13), (2.15), we have
2 )
Ft { 3-Га = - -i- ( (t 3 6*) tn ^  V[I у оM  5 r [(1,0 '
Ft{] -JayCJ)a^ (tf)((j/a*)F(3) =
- - ~  ^ d^(3) 3,(3*) Cr\ ^(-3,0*) Уу О
3) Using (4.5) we have for any f € (^
Í U / )
F t f 1 ^  F
which concludes the proof.
Another way to formulate the above result is the following: in 
the space (£> of the joint probability distributions the minimi­
12
zation of F £ f yields the annealed free energy, while the 
quenched free energy is obtained by minimizing the difference 
(4.5) .
To conclude this section we remark that the quenched entropy S 
and the annealed entropy S are not necessarily positive for 
the scales of the entropies depend on the norm chosen for the 
a priori measure JXo . Indeed changing to CjiD will change S(J)C2-0 
to S (J ) + IVI ln C. If the normalisation of yxQ is chosen so 
that S ( J ) ^  о (e.g. if g(J,Cf)^.d- for all (J,6*) ) then the 
quenched entropy S will be non-negative; however the annealed 
entropy may still be negative, in particular for large values 
of ^  . As an example we mention that for the Ising spin b 
models, the choice
du.(ti') =  c O’-l') ♦ i (Cf-tl')} dc" (4.6)
dSbU1 = d?b(-x)
will give
fan — - —  L Wl + 2 .  tv\ 1 в C* * ~\ (4.7)U v  J
and
This shows that goes to |V|ln 2 if goes to 0, changes
sign with increasing ^ and goes to - ®° with going to infinity . 
Therefore one can imagine that underestimating F with an impro­
per choice of f in ß  may result that F [ f ] approaches F suffi­
ciently closely that a negative entropy will be obtained for 
large values of p> . A similar mistake really occurred in the 
original paper written on the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model'*.
* At least for distributions d ^ C x )  - Jx. , with C l.
13
5„ Stability of the Gauge Symmetry under Boundary Perturbation
The boundary conditions play a predominant role in the defini­
tion of infinite volume equilibrium states. In particular if the 
hamiltonian has some internal symmetries the interaction with 
the fixed boundary spins breaks the symmetry and may lead to a 
"spontaneous breakdown" of this symmetry in the thermodynamic 
limit.
The random Hamiltonian (2.1) has also internal symmetries. How­
ever we shall show in this section that in "pure" models of 
spin glasses the gauge symmetry cannot be broken by the boundary 
conditions. This implies that a spin glass cannot generally be
caracterized by a local order parameter; in fact the order para-
2meter proposed by Edwards and Anderson is the expectation value 
of a non-local quantity taken with the measure (2.8) (see 6.2). 
This order parameter can be considered as a local observable 
only if one introduces the so-called replicas; in this case 
however one looses the clear description of the quenched states 
as probability measures. This explains somewhat the difficulty 
to prove the existence of phase transitions in quenched models.
In this section we consider hamiltonian of the form
H(3,cr) = -ZÍ_ \¥ = _ 2.ь °<ri «еь w<4> (5.1)
tkwhere (Г1. is the component of the spin at site i, and thel ,<*
^'s are independent random variables.
We assume that the interactions have finite range, i.e. there 
exists some R>0 such that ^  is strictly zero for any b 
with diam (b)>R. Furthermore we consider only "pure" models 
of Spin glasses, i.e. models with even distribution for each
interactions
1 b .o<.(x.) - d< (-X) (5.2a)
14
Finally we assume that the a priori measure^ on S c R i s  even 
in all components
d|A.0 С Ь!б\,. . . . •/Sy a"v ') - Á j k 0 (с^,..../CJW) (5.2b)
V  Cs!....,Sy) s; = ± 1
bet C| = j Ь: {b,/04^  2 S.> = S 1 ] у for апУ s in
^  we introduce the automorphism ^^defined on the algebra of 
local observables by
U . o  = f ( b 3 ,  scr)
where:  ^S J  4  4i€b
(ьо-).,ч - Si,4 <ri)4
(5.3)
These transformations are internal symmetries of the system, 
since they leave the Hamiltonian and the measure invariant i^.e.
and d ^ W )  = d^Ctr) = dj(3)
Let us note that ^  is a group of gauge transformations since 
it is generated by transformations involving only a finite 
number of lattice sites. We shall not consider other symmetries 
the system might also have.
We are interested in local observables of the form
(5.4)
where n^ ^  and nr are non-negative integers which are diffe­
rent from zero only for a finite number of b's and i's. We
introduce the notation
15
supp f ü b  U  U l  C L  b:V ! to
For any f of the form 5.4 we have
Nf (s) -- 2  *v *  |v K( i )n t l  + 2. w.-.jfc I V(v(s)n {0 
v,* fs) - { J* L ;
and therefore f is gauge breaking, i.e. И f, if Nf(s.)
is odd for some s in G in which caseо Ó
Zi<t = -t
From the invariance property of H y ancl d Q v we have immediately 
the following result.
Proposition 5.1
Let f be any gauge-breaking observable of the form (5.4).
Then
^ f a q v = °
if V  D  •
(A similar result was obtained by Avron et al^ in the case where 
f is a pure product of Ising spins).
To show the absence of spontaneous breakdown of this gauge 
symmetry we consider quenched states with boundary conditions 
dQ^*’0  ^ . Such states are defined through (2.8) by the
hamiltonian
H v = - b
bnv f(f>
together with the boundary conditions
( С П - Í ;  if
T (5.5)
?u CO if b^ v/t 3 bjoc
For example for "free" boundary conditions ^  ^ (x) =  Six) ) 
for "fixed" boundary conditions - b ( X - J b/4^ •
Proposition 5.2
Let f be any gauge-breaking local observable of the form (5.4). 
Then for any boundary conditions (5.5)
< f >  =  5 i 4 k c ) = °
if dist ( / V C ) >  ^
Proof:
Let us take S 0 in C such that and s . = 1  for
Q (be)i outside supp f. The measure dQ^ * is then invariant under 
this transformation and yields < f >  = - < f > =  0 .
We notice that this theorem does not exclude the existence 
of a phase transition in the sense that different weak limits 
of the quenched measures dQv ^ ' C  ^ can be obtained, i.e. the 
possibility still stands for the non-uniqueness of the expec­
tation value of some local gauge-invariant quantity. However, 
as far as we know, such a hypothesis has never appeared in 
the the literature and can be qualified as "unphysical". An 
eventual spin-glass transition is expected to be characterised 
by a singularity in the thermodynamic functions and in a non­
local order parameter. This we discuss in the following section
6 . The Edwards-Anderson Order Parameter
2The order parameter proposed by Edwards and Anderson to 
describe the spin glass transition is defined as <l<0'o>l > 
where the first average is the thermal one and the second is 
taken over the interactions. In order to obtain a non zero value
17
one has to choose some boundary conditions. We take for the 
distribution of interactions J, across the boundary theD f
same distribution as the one defining the system and
j ь /«x. /\ £
for the external spins some configuration СГ ; we denote 
the quenched state associated with this boundary condition. 
With our notation the order parameter is the thermodynamic 
limit of
£  Л  (6-1= <  U < r . > ” 4 3 )l >* Л
provided this limit exists. In (6.1) 9 ^ ( 3 ,  o') is tWe
probability density (2.4) associated with the boundary condi- л
tion (Г* .
Л  £
We note that °* has two particular features: Firstly
is a non-local observable with respect to the quenched measure.
Indeed
C  = o'. <o-.>ft3)
and O'. « ? . ?  (3) is non-local since its support is the
whole volume occupied by the system.
Secondly is the expectation value of an observable which is
invariant with respect to § v  =  l s > i; = 1
Indeed for any s in ^ we have
■'s
■&s!X,4 <0'ол >Г (3)3
( htrefore is invariant under any gauge
transformation s in G (see also Avron et al6 ) .
Because of this gauge-invariance character will not distinguish 
between different gauge breaking phases. It is however an order
18
parameter in the sense that it is zero at high temperatures
(Proposition 6.1)and is perhaps non zero at low temperatures if
the dimension of the lattice exceeds some finite value. As
we shall see below (Proposition 6.2) Q is independent of the
1
boundary conditions cr'. This behaviour of Cj implies a new type 
of low temperature phase - the spin glass - for the local 
moment <  < (J'p'^vanishes at all temperatures in any model 
satisfying (5.2) (Proposition 6.3).
Proposition 6.1 (
Let us consider Ising models ( 0"^  = ±1) with finite range even
★
interactions and even distribution of spins and bonds (5.2). 
Suppose the interactions are independent random variables and 
the number of different distributions is finite. Then the order 
parameter Cj vanishes for sufficiently high temperature.
Proof:
7
Using Griffith's inequality and | 0*o | ^  1 we find that
4 *  = <  |<с-.>"'(л)Г> í  <  о * 0 >
where |J| = |j J |  ^ and + means that the boundary spins are
positive. Now let R be the range of the interaction and Л =
dist (0, V е ). A generalisation of Fisher's estimate for pair
Яcorrelations using self-avoiding walks gives
« о :  о з о $  ,6.3)
Here the prime indicates that (b^o . . . . о bn )П V = { 0 ^  and 
there is no non-empty subset i bV  •' bc ] C { bt/. • • ,ЬЛ ^ such 
that bijO-'-’pbj^ = 0 (А о B =  А \ в  О Л О В ) .  Under reasonable as­
sumption on the lattice and the set of .^b] there exists a cons­
tant c, depending on L. and on the interacting sets, such
i.e. Jh = 0 if I b I is odd.
19
that the number of sets £ьА , bn  ^ in (6.3) is smaller than
Cn . Moreover,
0  ^  W A j b l x l d ^ U O  .< í Cfb) ^ 1
- oO
where £(|J) goes to zero with ^  going to zero. 
Therefore, for small enough (b , C . £ (p) < 1 and
X  t c . K ^ " í
-Vr
< < < r . \  C m ) > í Z -  ' v  ■ . <6-4)
V rv^A/R i - c . u p
If V increases then A tends to oo and the r.h.s. goes to zero.
In the following part of this section we discuss some formulas 
obtained for Ising models by gauge fixing.
Proposition 6.2
Consider an Ising models ( 0^ = +  1) with even distribution (5.2)
and let f (J , 0*) be a function of 0" -s for i £ V and of J. ’s for1 b
b О  V ф 0. Then
i) If f is invariant under
^ d Q v £ = 2  ^ cif (.J) J* ( 2,+ ) £( G" J/ + ) (6.5)
/4 xs A
where in <T 3 , O' is extended to V with the value CJ'c = 1
for i £ V and + denotes the configuration (Tj, = + 1.
ii) If f is gauge invariant
= alvl^ a5C3)^(3(+)(C3/+) (6.6)
Proof:
Using the invariance property (5.2) and ‘ft.f = f for all s £ CS 3 *we have:
20
UQ v |1 - í <Ц1з) < y u r ) ^ (3,«') fia,«1)
■ U ? C J ) d r «r) < £ ( 3 / + ) f ( J ,  + )
- d^j(.3)dyA(.tr) 3 +(. J, + ) f ($3,+ )
- W 3 ' 3 Í
which concludes the proof of (i) and (ii).
Let us note that according to (6.6 ) the expectation value of 
any gauge-invar iant. guantity is independent of the boundary 
condition and can be obtained by "fixing the gauge " at G"\ = +1 
and then averaging with the probability distribution
14/1 .
= 2 cj* (3,+)ci^C3) (6 .7)
Proposition 6.3
For Ising models ( (Tj= -1) with even distributions (5.2)
>  Г (6.8)
=  ^  > g t
where A and В are subsets of V  and CT* denotes Т Т Л  .A L£A
Proof:
For A = В (6 .8 ) follows immediately from (6.6 ) since
A
Z b ( C a  « 4 ^ ( 3 ) )  = < СА >Т (1)
( í 3 )  =■ <(TA > ;  ( ? )and
21
For A ^ В we can write
« ° Á > C  < < ^ > v  >  =
using the fact that
flA < ° A > v  ( J > =  « v > f  (a>3>
and /n A
3vr  (3,<r) = 9£ < « , ♦ )
we find
■ < « r A > f < c r 6 > f  >  =  ^ / » v C<r)C>A fl,e ^ d , W ) 5 J u /t ) « lfA > V ,,l
=  2 ,vl iA/6 [  $ < * j l * > g í  U , 0  ( 3 ) ]
which concludes the proof.
Consequences of Proposition 6.3
1. For A = В = ^ 0 ^  we find
q f = < « o ; v  <6Л0)V /\
which shows that C| is independent of the boundary conditions (Г .
2. For A =  ^i^ and В = j j ^  with i / j we have
« ^ « t i ^ y - 0  (6-u >
This heuristically obvious result was used earlier (see e.g.
Fischer )to conclude that the quenched susceptibility X  is 
proportional to 1-^j . indeed
xv ~ i Z  ( ««'io,j>> - <«u><°j>>) iv| vjev
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Г  ~  Z _  ( 1  - < < 0'1>г > )  +/V/ i€v
+  X  Z _  ( « G \ G j »  - « 0*1> < О > )
Using Proposition 6.3 it follows that both terms in the second 
summation vanish while « 0*i> >t ends to C| in the thermodynamic ,
limit, at least for a translationally invariant state.
«
3. For any А <<С(Г ^  ~ 0 independent of the boundary condi- 
6tions (see also Prop. 5.2).
The inequality
< ( < < ^ > $  У  > = \ а 3; и х < г А > Ч з ^ > °
■fsuggests that dg^(J) favors the ferromagnetic interactions.
This is correct in the following sense.
Proposition 6.4
For Ising models with even distributions (5.2),
^ °  (6.12)
holds for all interactions.
Proof:
It is sufficient to show that O x )  is an increasing function 
of J . Indeed } ^
-p. ^ 0 , 0  -  P 3 t ( J ' + )<<rb > v  •
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Corollary
The averaged energy of any bond is non-positive. Indeed, the 
averaged energy of the bond b is
-  \  ^  V v t3) é ° ,  <6-i3)
according to U - O  and (6 .12).
To conclude this section we establish the connection between 
the order parameter q and the derivative of the c[uenched free 
energy, with respect to an external field h. Let F (J) be theAV
free energy in volumeV with boundary conditioner. Since F^(J) 
is gauge invariant, (6.6) implies
(6.14)
However
< <  = S J тЛ ) ir,L«) a S (3)
=  ^ F +v C 3 ) d j O ) - T v (6.15)
Therefore the quenched free energy is independent of the boundary 
condition and
Fv = (-3 ^ v  < ¥ 3) (6.16)
Let now F^ (J, h) be the free energy defined by the equation
ex p( -f Fjc 3, V.O = 2 L  м р  ( Р,5 г Л к/ ь
dV.UV bOVff
where =3-1 v. €-V  . Let moreover
? V U )  = l ' V ‘ ^ F v+ ( 3 , W ) 3 M 3 , * ) d ?( 0 (6.17)
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We should emphasize that, in the above definition g* does not
depend on h. Therefore, F^(h) is not equal to the quenched free
energy in the presence of a non-random external field, though
F (0) = F . The reason for the introduction of F (h) through v v v
Eq. (6.17) is that it is coupled to the averaged order parameter
Q „  =  - i -  2 .  q (i) (6.18)v IVI f c v V
^ I <*
where < ^ ( 0 - 2  U { ( T ) 3 + ( X + l
4
just in the same way as in non-random models the free energy is 
coupled to the average magnetization: the comparison of Eqs. (6 18) 
and (6.17) yields
" 1 ц ( * Г ? ''о Л )  =  <3''
Therefore, in a translationally invariant phase the order para­
meter Q can be obtained as the thermodynamic limit of the l.h.s. 
of Eq. (6.19) - provided that this limit exists.
7. Annealed models with one, two and three phase transitions
The annealed models (see Section 2) are usually considered to 
be trivial and hence of no further interest. This opinion comes 
from the fact that an annealed model with even distributions 
for the bonds is in fact equivalent to a model without any 
interaction (see (4.7) and (7.2)).
Non trivial results can be obtained either by introducing inter­
actions among the bonds or by destroying the symmetry of their
a priory distributions. As an example to the former possibility
10we mention the Ashkin-Teller model in which two consecutive
phase transitions were conjectured by Wegner^ and proved
12rigorously by Pfister
Here we exhibit simple examples of annealed models with asymmetric
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»
bond distribution, in which one, two or three phase transitions 
take place as the temperature changes, depending on the choice 
of the lattice and of certain parameters.
We shall consider only Ising models, i.e. (T{, = ±1; our
discussion is based on the following simple observation:
Let f = f (O') be a local observable; then
=• j j A a o f c o  = ^ !ь(тк ) е ? Ть°*и
But <?, —  ТГ CT^  ~  + 1_ implies
,СЬ c rt 2-К.<Г.< £ >  -  W « o f w i e ; _ _ _ _ _ _  (7.D
where K W = =  IW  «’-2)
t
*
Equation (7.1) shows that the annealed system is equivalent to 
a spin^-system with the same lattice and bond structure with 
fixed interactions ^  (|b) . Therefore the possible phase
transitions of the annealed system can be investigated using the 
known phase transition of the spin Ц system. It should be 
stressed that the interactions in the corresponding model 
are (h dependent and this will lead to the existence of several 
phase transitions. One should also note that
and sign = 
In particular
K, (0) = 0 b
Sign ( $<^Cx)sUftx)
for small
sign Kb = s x g n ^ ^ cx;.x ^
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To illustrate the possible existence of several phase transi­
tions we restrict ourselves to the simplest annealed Ising models
H  =  -  Z -  Jji (Г: (7 .3a)
with nearest neighbour interactions distributed according to
$ ( 3 ; р =  p £ ( 3 i j - a )  + (7.3b)
and the a priori even measure jXD
^ Д < Г )  - S (Ű*-0 +  5 ( ^ + 1 )  (7.3c)
In this case (7.2) yields
. H - p ) ^  \  ,7.4,
2 Ч р е - Р л г ( 1 - ^ е Р Ь >
Therefore for small sign К = sign (a - b)
for large (Ь К rsJ ^ (b.ln (a-b) if a > b
-*s ^  . In (b-a) if a <, b
h In (7E-) if a = b
>1- -1 - - ж -
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I) a > b II) a = b III) a < b
а b P i) - P > *5 i)----- a > £ bP
a < ^ - £ b P ii) ----p < Ц ii)---- a < b P
In conclusion if the spin ^-system has an ordered phase for
1KI у Kc , then the annealed system will have at least one phase
transition in the case I and III; it will have at least one
phase transition in the case II if *51 In -■£- I s К ; it will1-p ' c
have at least three phase transition in the case I-ii if
К . ^  —  К and in the case Ill-i if К >  К .c max' с
Proposition 7.1
Let us consider the annealed Ising model (7.3) with a = b = J 
on a d-dimensional simple cubic lattice with d^,2.. Let Kc be 
the critical value of the spin H model with J.. = J >  0.
Then:
L) For P > fc -_  £ lfcc
1 £ IK, (7.5)
there exists two ferromagnetically ordered phases for
(ь > 6 P =  Л Л п М 1 *  - * Л  
2 7  U ( l +  £ lkc) - e 2Kc /
ii) for p ^  1-p^ there exists two antiferromagnetically 
ordered phases for P > ( W
Let us recall that for d = 2 we have sh 2 К = 1  which yields 
1 c 
pc NfT *
Proof:
For a given Pj К (p) given by (7.4) is positive monotonically 
increasing if p > >5 (resp. negative monotonically decreasing if
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р < ^ )  and (7.5) implies that К(|Ъ)>Кс for (resp.
к (p) <  - for p  >pi-F ) which concludes the proof.
Proposition 7.2
Let us consider the annealed Ising model (7.3) with b > a > 0 ;
then there exists some p > h such that for p > pc c
i) on the d-dimensional simple cubic lattice with d 2, 
there exists 0 < ß© < о© such that for p><
and for there exists a unique (paramagnetic) «
equilibrium state, for Jb<, <-|b < , there exists a ferro­
magnetic ordering and for [b>^>2 there exists an anti­
ferromagnetic ordering.
ii) on the 2-dimensional triangular lattice there exists
such that for p<Jb0 and for |i > there 
exists a unique (paramagnetic) equilibrium state while 
for ß 0 < £»> < p 3 > there exists a ferromagnetic ordering.
Proof:
Let ^ ^  < for fixed p ,  к ) Eq. (7.4) is an increasing
function of ^ which tends to |2»G- as ^ tends to infinity; there­
fore for any a max(, K (fb^ ) К if ^  c . Furthermore
^ К ( о
- 0 if |b is the solution of
ch (a + b ) P
г  I - b
(b
which is uniquely specified by (a, b, p); therefore for given p , 
К (p) is a concave function which shows that there exists 
exactly two values and such that К (p) = .
Now on simple cubic lattices the critical temperatures are 
determined by К ( ^ >л) = К ( ^ ) = and К (Л-») = -К^. For the
triangular lattice К ( = К and there is some
so that К (p)< 0 for p>|3 • However, the antiferromagnetic
29
model does not undergo any phase transition at (h < oo (Wannier13) 
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